Sora: Open a world of reading
The right book. At the right time. For every student.

The Sora app was designed around the modern student reading experience. It empowers students to discover and enjoy eBooks and audiobooks from their school, for both leisure and class-assigned reading.

Inspired by educator and student feedback, Sora was created to excite kids about reading and remove distractions to promote a focus on learning. Educators also value its thoughtful personalization features, streamlined classroom instruction and reader advisory made possible through enhanced interaction with the digital library.

STUDENTS WILL LOVE SORA

- **Easy onboarding** - Simply find your school and log in using school credentials
- **IEP support** - Audiobooks, dyslexic font, enlarged text, Read-Alongs and more
- **Unified experience** across devices and operating systems
- **Simple, one-tap step** to borrow and start reading
- **Reading activity enhancements** including notes, highlights and defined words — all of which can be exported from the app
- **Personalization** through achievements, assignments and avatars
- **Automatic syncing** of loans, holds, notes, highlights, defined words, activity and achievements across multiple devices

WHAT EDUCATORS ARE SAYING

“A much more user-friendly version for students. It will especially help motivate my middle school students.”

“I love the audiobook player and how easy it is to advance or go back.”

“The app seems so friendly for our elementary students. It feels easy to use and beautiful too!”

— LEARN MORE AT MEET.SORAAAPP.COM —